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VENUS  
PERIDOT RING

Oval peridot gemstone set in our Venus 
setting with our infinity mark on the side.
-  Brazilian aquamarine weighing 0.52 carats in 

total
-  4 diamonds F colour, VS clarity weighing 

0.42 carats in total
-  Created in platinum and handmade in 

London
-  Size M
-  This ring can be sized within 2-3 business 

days

£2,950

VENUS  
PERIDOT RING

Oval peridot gemstone set in our Venus 
setting with our infinity mark on the side.
- 2.12 carat oval peridot
-  Created in 18K gold & handmade in London

£2,950

VENUS  
PERIDOT RING

Oval peridot gemstone set in our Venus 
setting with our infinity mark on the side.
- 2.12 carat oval peridot
-  Created in 18K gold & handmade in London

£2,950

BUY THIS ITEM BUY THIS ITEM BUY THIS ITEM 

SHOP THE COLLECTION 

Product Code: AH18440 Product Code: AH18440Product Code: AH18440

Exclusively at 13 Grafton Street, Mayfair.  +44 (0)20 7499 6814  hirshlondon.com

NAME OF COLLECTION

M OT H ERS’ S  DAY  20 21

G I F T  G U I D E

  46 Conduit Street, Mayfair.    15 New Bond Street, Mayfair.    +44 (0)20 7499 6814  hirshlondon.com



Exclusively at 13 Grafton Street, Mayfair.  +44 (0)20 7499 6814  hirshlondon.com

Terms & Conditions
This competition is only available from 20th November until the 24th December 2019 upon 

making a purchase in the Hirsh London boutique or on hirshlondon.com . The crackers are only 
available while stocks last. The five gold rings are only available while stocks last. Upon winning 

a golden ring(s), the ring(s) cannot be exchanged for another Hirsh product or for monetary 
value. The five gold rings are all created as a size M; any ring resizing that is needed will be 

offered as complimentary by Hirsh London. Upon choosing and opening a cracker, you cannot 
exchange the gift inside the cracker for another cracker. Crackers will be limited to one cracker 

per jewellery item purchased in-store or online within the above date period. Services such 
as repairs, resizing’s and valuations do not qualify as a purchase so please do start looking for 

your next Hirsh piece in order to be in for a chance of winning! For online purchases, we will 
select a cracker(s) for you at random and post a cracker(s) to you for every item purchased.
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REGAL  
RUBY AND DIAMOND PENDANT
- 1 ruby weighing 0.65 carats in total
- 16 round diamonds all F colour VS clarity, 
weighing 0.11 carats
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£3,000

REGAL  
RUBY AND DIAMOND EARRINGS
- 2 round rubies, weighing 0.60 carats in total
- 24 round diamonds all F colour VS clarity, 

weighing 0.14 carats in total
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£2,750

REGAL  
EMERALD & DIAMOND PENDANT
- 1 round emerald weighing 0.46 carats
- 16 round brilliant cut diamonds, F colour, VS 

clarity weighing 0.10 carats in total
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£3,000

REGAL  
EMERALD & DIAMOND EARRINGS
2 round emeralds weighing 0.42 carats in total
- 24 round brilliant cut diamonds, F colour, VS 

clarity
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£2,750

REGAL  
SAPPHIRE AND DIAMOND PENDANT
- 1 round sapphire weighing 0.46 carats
- 16 round brilliant cut diamonds, F colour, VS 

clarity weighing 0.10 carats in total
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£3,000

REGAL  
SAPPHIRE & DIAMOND EARRINGS
- 2 round Sapphires weighing 0.55 carats in total
- 24 round brilliant cut diamonds 0.21 carats , F 

colour, VS clarity
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£ 2,750

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE

REGAL SETS

DISCOVER THE REGAL COLLECTION ONLINE

Beautiful, round gemstones set in a circle of diamonds  
in the iconic Hirsh Regal setting

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-emerald-and-diamond-pendant-g3918
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-emerald-and-diamond-earrings-g3705
https://www.hirshlondon.com/sapphire-pendant-diamond-regal-hirsh-london-g4048
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-sapphire-and-diamond-earrings-g3917
https://www.hirshlondon.com/pendant-ruby-regal-and-diamond-g4047
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-ruby-and-diamond-earrings-g3753
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-emerald-and-diamond-pendant-ah18078
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-emerald-and-diamond-pendant-g3918
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-emerald-and-diamond-earrings-ah18538
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-emerald-and-diamond-earrings-g3705
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-sapphire-and-diamond-pendant-ah18536
https://www.hirshlondon.com/sapphire-pendant-diamond-regal-hirsh-london-g4048
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-sapphire-and-diamond-earrings-ah18537
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-sapphire-and-diamond-earrings-g3917
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-ruby-and-diamond-pendant-ah18080
https://www.hirshlondon.com/pendant-ruby-regal-and-diamond-g4047
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-ruby-and-diamond-earrings-ah18444
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-ruby-and-diamond-earrings-g3753
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=regal+sets
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=regal
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REGAL 
EARRINGS SET WITH DIAMONDS
- 0.25 carat F colour, VS1 clarity, Triple Excellent
diamond, GIA Certificate
- 0.25 carat F colour, VS1 clarity, Triple Excellent
diamond, GIA Certificate
- 24 F colour, VS clarity round diamonds
weighing 0.19 carats in total
£4,000

REGAL  
COGNAC DIAMOND PENDANT
- 1 round cognac diamonds weighing 0.60 

carats in total
- 12 round brilliant cut diamonds 0.17 carats , F 

colour, VS clarity
-  Created in 18K rose gold and platinum, 

handmade in London
£ 4,250

REGAL
 YELLOW DIAMOND PENDANT
- 0.47 carat diamond F colour, VS clarity
 F colour, VS clarity
- 12 vivid yellow diamonds weighing 0.19 carats
total
-      Created in 18K gold with platinum claws and 

handmade in London
£ 4,500

VIEW ONLINE VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE

REGAL SETS

Beautiful, round gemstones set in a circle of diamonds  
in the iconic Hirsh Regal setting

DISCOVER THE REGAL COLLECTION ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-pendant-regal-cognac-diamond-g3843
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-pendant-with-yellow-diamonds-g2969
https://www.hirshlondon.com/diamond-regal-earrings-g3007
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-argyle-pink-diamond-pendant-ah18539
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-pendant-regal-cognac-diamond-g3843
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-pink-sapphire-and-diamond-pendant-ah18320
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-pendant-with-yellow-diamonds-g2969
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-regal-yellow-sapphire-earrings-ah18443
https://www.hirshlondon.com/diamond-regal-earrings-g3007
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=regal+sets
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=regal
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SOLITAIRE  
RUBY STUD EARRINGS
-  2 rubies weighing 2.38 carats in total 
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London

£ 12,000

SOLITAIRE  
0.84 CARAT DIAMOND STUDS
-  Two round brilliant cut diamonds — 0.42 

carats each, E colour, VVS2 clarity, Triple 
Excellent diamonds in a signature 3-Claw 
setting

-  Two GIA Certificates
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£6,000

SOLITAIRE  
0.47 CARAT DIAMOND STUDS
-  Two round brilliant cut diamonds 

—0.47carats in total, F colour, VS clarity
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£ 2,600

SOLITAIRE  
SAPPHIRE STUD EARRINGS
-  2 blue sapphires weighing 2.02 carats in 

total
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£6,000

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE

EARRINGS 

DISCOVER MORE EARRINGS ONLINE

From drop earrings, to hoops or studs – a pair of earrings always make  
the perfect gift

SOLITAIRE  
1.07 CARAT DIAMOND STUDS
-  Two round brilliant cut diamonds — 0.54 

carat, 0.53 carat, E colour, VS2 clarity, Triple 
Excellent diamonds in a signature 3-Claw 
setting

-  Two GIA Certificates
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£8,750

SOLITAIRE  
1.60 CARAT DIAMOND STUDS 
-  Two round brilliant cut diamonds — 0.80 

carats each, E colour, VS1 clarity , VS2 clarity, 
Triple Excellent diamonds in a signature 
3-Claw setting 

-  Two GIA Certificates
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£ 17,000

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-solitaire-sapphire-stud-earrings-g3735
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-perfect-diamond-studs-e-vs2-1-06-carats-g3760
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-perfect-diamond-studs-e-vvs-0-47-carats-g3828
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-perfect-diamond-studs-g3095
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-solitaire-ruby-stud-earrings-ah18328
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-perfect-diamond-studs-g2949
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-solitaire-emerald-stud-earrings-ah18494
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-solitaire-sapphire-stud-earrings-g3735
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rg-diamond-hoop-earrings-g3092
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-perfect-diamond-studs-e-vs2-1-06-carats-g3760
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-solitaire-sapphire-stud-earrings-ah18323
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-perfect-diamond-studs-e-vvs-0-47-carats-g3828
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-solitaire-pink-sapphire-stud-earrings-ah18330
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-perfect-diamond-studs-g3095
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-solitaire-ruby-stud-earrings-ah18328
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-solitaire-ruby-stud-earrings-g3648
https://www.hirshlondon.com/diamond-hoop-earrings-g3723
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-perfect-diamond-studs-g2949
https://www.hirshlondon.com/jewellery/earrings
https://www.hirshlondon.com/jewellery/earrings
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CLOUD 9  
DIAMOND EARRINGS
-  40 Diamonds weighing 0.18 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£1,650

CLOUD 9  
ROSE GOLD & DIAMOND EARRINGS
-  40 Diamonds weighing 0.18 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£1,650

CLOUD 9  
DIAMOND RING
-  24 Diamonds weighing 0.10 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£1,750

CLOUD 9  
ROSE GOLD AND DIAMOND RING
-  24 Diamonds weighing 0.10 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£1,750

CLOUD 9  
BRACELET
-  20 Diamonds weighing 0.09 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
 -  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£1,650

CLOUD 9  
ROSE GOLD AND DIAMOND PENDANT
-  27 Diamonds weighing 0.23 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£2,750

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE

CLOUD 9 COLLECTION

A whimsical collection inspired by life in London – where every cloud  
has a diamond lining

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE CLOUD 9 COLLECTION ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-g3105
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-g3103
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cloud9-bracelet-g3682
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-pendant-g3821
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-g3099
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-g3105
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-g3103
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-pendant-ah18463
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cloud9-bracelet-g3682
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-pendant-ah18463
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-pendant-g3821
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-ah18486
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-g3099
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-ah18485
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=cloud+9
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WILDFLOWER 
BUTTERCUP PENDANT
-  18 natural yellow diamonds weighing 0.30 

carats in total
-  Created in 18K yellow gold, handmade in 

London
£7,000

WILDFLOWER 
FORGET-ME-NOT PENDANT
-  1 central natural yellow diamond , 20 

unheated Burmese Sapphires weighing 0.34 
carats in total

-  Created in platinum and 18K yellow gold 
handmade in London.

£4,000

WILDFLOWER
DAISY PENDANT
-  36 diamonds weighing 0.22 carats in total, 1 

natural yellow diamond weighing 0.02 carats
-  Created in 18K yellow gold, handmade in 

London
£4,500

WILDFLOWER 
CAMPION PENDANT
-  18 natural Argyle pink diamonds weighing 

0.30 carats in total
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£9,000

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE

WILDFLOWERS COLLECTION

Entirely handmade in London, each pendant takes inspiration from the British 
countryside. We have a Daisy, a Campion, a Buttercup and a Forget-me-not

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE WILDFLOWERS COLLECTION ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-wildflower-daisy-pendant-g3803
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-wildflower-campion-pendant-g3790
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-wildflowers-buttercup-yellowdiamond-pendant-g3704
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-forget-me-not-wildflower-pendant-g3903
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-wildflower-daisy-pendant-g3803
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-wildflower-campion-pendant-g3790
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-ah18486
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-wildflowers-buttercup-yellowdiamond-pendant-g3704
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-ah18485
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-forget-me-not-wildflower-pendant-g3903
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=WILDFLOWER
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BURLINGTON  
FIRE OPAL & DIAMOND EARRINGS
-  Two pear shape fire opals 2.45 carat each
-  30 diamonds weighing 0.45 carats
-  Created in platinum and 18K yellow gold, 

handmade in London
£5,000

BURLINGTON  
FIRE OPAL & DIAMOND PENDANT
-  1.85 carat pear shape fire opal
-  18 diamonds weighing 0.37 carats
-  Created in platinum and 18K yellow gold, 

handmade in London
£4,500

BURLINGTON
RUBY AND DIAMOND EARRINGS
-  2 pear shape rubies weighing 2.96 carats in 

total
-  2 pear shape diamonds, F colour, VS clarity 

weighing 0.17 carats in total
-  24 brilliant cut diamonds, F colour, VS clarity, 

totalling 0.11 carats
£18,500

BURLINGTON
RUBY AND DIAMOND EARRINGS
-  1 pear shape Ruby weighing 2.09 carats in 

total
-  1 pear shape diamond, F colour, VS clarity 

weighing 0.15 carats
-  10 round brilliant cut diamonds, F colour, VS 

clarity, totalling 0.06 carats
£20,000

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

SETS

When creating a piece of jewellery, we take the time to personally match each 
and every gemstone and diamond in both size and colour – ensuring that 
every piece of jewellery we hand-create is of the highest quality.

DISCOVER MORE SETS ONLINE

BURLINGTON 
EMERALD AND DIAMOND EARRINGS
-  2 pear shape emeralds weighing 2.01 carats 

in total
-  2 pear shape diamonds, F colour, VS clarity 

weighing 0.16 carats in total
-  22 brilliant cut diamonds, F colour, VS clarity, 

totalling 0.10 carats
£13,000

VIEW ONLINE 

BURLINGTON  
EMERALD AND DIAMOND PENDANT
-  1 pear shape emerald weighing 1.76 carats 

in total
-  1 pear shape diamonds, F colour, VS clarity 

weighing 0.12 carats in total
-  11 brilliant cut diamonds, F colour, VS clarity, 

totalling 0.26 carats
£14,000

VIEW ONLINE 

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-fire-opal-and-diamond-earrings-g3087-html
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-fire-opal-and-diamond-pendant-g3085-html
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-ruby-diamond-earrings-g3824
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-ruby-diamond-pendant-g3825
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-fire-opal-and-diamond-earrings-ah18455-html
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-fire-opal-and-diamond-earrings-g3087-html
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-fire-opal-and-diamond-pendant-ah18454-html
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-fire-opal-and-diamond-pendant-g3085-html
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-royal-blue-sapphire-and-diamond-earrings-ah18525
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-ruby-diamond-earrings-g3824
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-royal-blue-sapphire-and-diamond-pendant-ah18524
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-ruby-diamond-pendant-g3825
https://www.hirshlondon.com/jewellery/sets
https://www.hirshlondon.com/jewellery/sets
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-emerald-diamond-earrings-g3833
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-royal-blue-sapphire-and-diamond-earrings-ah18525
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-emerald-diamond-earrings-g3833
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-emerald-diamond-pendant-g3833
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-royal-blue-sapphire-and-diamond-earrings-ah18525
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-burlington-emerald-diamond-pendant-g3833
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TRILOGY  
PEAR SHAPE RUBY PENDANT
-  3 precious pear shape rubies, weighing 2.38 

carats total
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£12,000

TRILOGY  
PEAR SHAPE RUBY EARRINGS
-  6 precious pear shape rubies, weighing 3.30 

carats total
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£12,000

VIEW ONLINEVIEW ONLINE

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE SETS COLLECTION ONLINE

SETS

When creating a piece of jewellery, we take the time to personally match each 
and every gemstone and diamond in both size and colour – ensuring that 
every piece of jewellery we hand-create is of the highest quality.

TRILOGY  
PEAR SHAPE SAPPHIRE PENDANT
-  3 royal blue pear shape sapphires, weighing 

2.33 carats total
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£6,000

TRILOGY  
PEAR SHAPE SAPPHIRE EARRINGS
-  6 royal blue pear shape sapphires, weighing 

3.09 carats total
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£6,500

VIEW ONLINEVIEW ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-ruby-earrings-g3669
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-ruby-pendant-g3670
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-ruby-earrings-ah18526
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-ruby-earrings-g3669
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-ruby-pendant-ah18527
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-ruby-pendant-g3670
https://www.hirshlondon.com/trilogy
https://www.hirshlondon.com/jewellery/sets
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-sapphire-earrings-g3673
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-sapphire-pendant-g3677
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-sapphire-earrings-ah18530
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-sapphire-earrings-g3673
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-sapphire-pendant-ah18531
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-sapphire-pendant-g3677
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SETS

When creating a piece of jewellery, we take the time to personally match each 
and every gemstone and diamond in both size and colour – ensuring that 
every piece of jewellery we hand-create is of the highest quality.

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE SETS COLLECTION ONLINE

CHATSWORTH
EARRINGS KUNZITE AND DIAMOND
- 2 kunzite pear cuts totalling 9.86 carats
- 8 diamonds F colour VS clarity, weighing 0.28 

carats total
- Created in platinum
- Handmade in London
£5,000

VIEW ONLINE 

CHATSWORTH
 KUNZITE AND DIAMOND 
PENDANT
- 1 kunzite weighing 4.93 carats
- 5 diamonds F colour VS clarity, weighing 

0.12 carats
- Created in platinum
- Handmade in London
£3,000

VIEW ONLINE 

FLUTTER
DIAMOND PENDANT
- 14 diamonds F colour, VS clarity 0.41 carats 

total
- Created in 18K white gold
£1,800

VIEW ONLINE 

FLUTTER
WHITE GOLD EARRINGS
- 12 diamonds, F colour, VS clarity, 0.55 carats
in total
-. Created in 18K white gold
£1,800

VIEW ONLINE 

https://www.hirshlondon.com/trilogy
https://www.hirshlondon.com/jewellery/sets
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-earrings-kunzite-diamond-g2915
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-earrings-kunzite-diamond-g2915
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-pendant-kunzite-diamond-g2910
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-pendant-kunzite-diamond-g2910
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-flutter-diamond-pendant-g3148
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-flutter-diamond-pendant-g3148
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-earrings-flutter-large-white-gold-g3040
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-earrings-flutter-large-white-gold-g3040
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PENDANTS

From dazzling white diamonds to kaleidoscopic coloured gemstones, 
we have a myriad of stunning pendant designs.

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE PENDANT COLLECTION ONLINE

TRILOGY  
PEAR SHAPE EMERALD PENDANT
-  3 vivid green pear shape emeralds, weighing 

1.73 carats total
-  Created in 18K yellow gold, handmade in 

London
£11,000

VIEW ONLINE 

TRILOGY
PEAR SHAPE DIAMOND PENDANT
-  3 graduating pear shape brilliant cut 

diamonds, F colour VS Clarity, weighing 0.80 
carats in total

-  Created in 18K yellow gold, handmade in 
London

£6,000

VIEW ONLINE 

RUBY AND DIAMOND PENDANT
-  0.78 carat vibrant pear shape ruby
- 35 round brilliant cut diamonds, F/G colour, 
VS clarity weighing 0.30 carats in total
£7,500

VIEW ONLINE 

HORSESHOE DIAMOND PENDANT
- 15 specially cut diamonds, F colour, VS clarity 

weighing 1.46 carats in total
- Created in platinum
- Entirely handmade in London
£15,000

VIEW ONLINE 

TAHITIAN PEARL PENDANT
- 13mm Tahitian black pearl
- 17 white diamonds weighing 0.25 carats
- Platinum, Handmade in London
£2,250

VIEW ONLINE 

WALLACE AQUAMARINE AND 
DIAMOND PENDANT
- 2.85 carat pear shape Aquamarine
- 0.48 carat pear shape diamond, F colour, VS 

clarity
- Created in platinum and handmade in London
£7,500

VIEW ONLINE 

https://www.hirshlondon.com/trilogy
https://www.hirshlondon.com/jewellery/pendants
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-g3672
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-g3672
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-g3672
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-diamond-pendant-g3805
https://www.hirshlondon.com/pendant-ruby-and-diamond-g2962
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/pendant-ruby-and-diamond-g2962
https://www.hirshlondon.com/horseshoe-diamond-pendant-g3789
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/horseshoe-diamond-pendant-g3789
https://www.hirshlondon.com/tahitian-pearl-pendant-g2987
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/tahitian-pearl-pendant-g2987
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-wallace-aquamarine-and-diamond-pendant-g3779
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-emerald-pendant-ah18529
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-wallace-aquamarine-and-diamond-pendant-g3779
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LARGE ADVANTAGE BRACELET 
IN WHITE GOLD
-  64 F colour, VS clarity round diamonds 

weighing 4.76 carats
-  Created in 18K white gold with a titanium 

spring
£11,000

ADVANTAGE DIAMOND BRACELET 
IN WHITE GOLD
-  77 F colour, VS clarity round diamonds 

weighing 2.00 carats
-  Created in 18K white gold with a titanium 

spring
£6,500

LARGE ADVANTAGE BRACELET 
IN ROSE GOLD
-  64 F colour, VS clarity round diamonds 

weighing 4.76 carats
-  Created in 18K rose gold with a titanium 

spring
£11,000

ADVANTAGE DIAMOND BRACELET 
IN ROSE GOLD
-  77 F colour, VS clarity round diamonds 

weighing 2 carats
-  Created in 18K rose gold with a titanium 

spring
£6,500

ADVANTAGE DIAMOND BRACELET 
IN YELLOW GOLD
-  77 F colour, VS clarity round diamonds 

weighing 2 carats
-  Created in 18K yellow gold with a titanium 

spring
£6,500

LARGE ADVANTAGE BRACELET 
IN YELLOW GOLD
-  64 F colour, VS clarity round diamonds 

weighing 4.76 carats
-  Created in 18K yellow gold with a titanium 

spring
£11,000 

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE

BRACELETS 

Effortless to wear and perfect to be worn alone or stacked for added sparkle

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE HIRSH BRACELET SELECTION ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-large-advantage-diamond-bracelet-yellow-gold-g2944
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-diamond-bracelet-rose-gold-g2982
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-diamond-bracelet-yellow-gold-g2905
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-large-advantage-diamond-bracelet-yellow-gold-g3804
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-large-advantage-diamond-bracelet-yellow-gold-g3879
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-diamond-bracelet-white-gold-g3856
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-ruby-bracelet-g3599
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-large-advantage-diamond-bracelet-yellow-gold-g2944
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-diamond-bracelet-rose-gold-jp1081
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-diamond-bracelet-rose-gold-g2982
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-diamond-bracelet-yellow-gold-jp1080
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-diamond-bracelet-yellow-gold-g2905
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-grandslam-diamond-bracelet-pu4388
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-large-advantage-diamond-bracelet-yellow-gold-g3804
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3600
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-large-advantage-diamond-bracelet-yellow-gold-g3879
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-diamond-bracelet-white-gold-jp1082
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-diamond-bracelet-white-gold-g3856
https://www.hirshlondon.com/jewellery/bracelets
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=advantage
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ADVANTAGE SAPPHIRE BRACELET 
IN WHITE GOLD
-  64 sapphires weighing 5.81 carats
-  Created in 18K white gold with a titanium 

spring
£8,000

ADVANTAGE RUBY BRACELET IN 
WHITE GOLD
-  64 rubies weighing 5.68 carats
-  Created in 18K white gold with a titanium 

spring
£8,000

VIEW ONLINEVIEW ONLINE 

BRACELETS 

Effortless to wear and perfect to be worn alone or stacked for added sparkle

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE HIRSH BRACELET SELECTION ONLINE

ADVANTAGE SAPPHIRE BRACELET 
IN YELLOW GOLD
-      64 sapphires weighing 6.06 carats
-  Created in 18K yellow gold with a titanium 

spring
£8,000

VIEW ONLINE

ADVANTAGE RUBY BRACELET IN 
ROSE GOLD
-      64 rubies weighing 5.73 carats
-  Created in 18K rose gold with a titanium 

spring
£8,000

VIEW ONLINE 

ADVANTAGE EMERALD BRACELET IN 
YELLOW GOLD
-      64 Emeralds 
-  Created in 18K yellow gold with a titanium 

spring 
£14,000

VIEW ONLINE 

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-ruby-bracelet-g3599
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3600
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-ruby-bracelet-g3599
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-ruby-bracelet-g3599
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3600
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3600
https://www.hirshlondon.com/jewellery/bracelets
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=advantage
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3795
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-ruby-bracelet-g3599
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3795
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-ruby-rosegold-bracelet-g3796
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3600
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-ruby-rosegold-bracelet-g3796
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-bracelet-emerald-yellow-gold-emadv01
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-diamond-pendant-ah18554
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-bracelet-emerald-yellow-gold-emadv01
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ADVANTAGE BRACELETS

ALTERNATING SAPPHIRE AND 
DIAMOND BRACELET IN WHITE 
GOLD
-  34 sapphires weighing 2.78 carats and 32 

Diamonds weighing 2.38 carats
-  Created in 18K white gold with a titanium 

spring
£10,000

VIEW ONLINE 

ALTERNATING RUBY AND DIAMOND 
ADVANTAGE BRACELET IN WHITE 
GOLD
-  34 sapphires weighing 2.89 carats and 32 

Diamonds weighing 2.38 carats
-  Created in 18K white gold with a titanium 

spring
£10,000

VIEW ONLINE 

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE HIRSH BRACELET SELECTION ONLINE

Effortless to wear and perfect to be worn alone or stacked for added sparkle

ALTERNATING EMERALD AND 
DIAMOND ADVANTAGE BRACELET 
IN WHITE GOLD
-  36 emeralds weighing 2.29 carats and 32 

diamonds weighing 2.38 carats
-  Created in 18K white gold with a titanium 

spring
£12,500

VIEW ONLINE 

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3600
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-bracelet-advantage-sapphire-and-diamond-g4009
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-ruby-diamond-advantage-bracelet-g4011
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3600
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-ruby-diamond-advantage-bracelet-g4011
http://VIEW ONLINE 
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=advantage
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-bracelet-advantage-sapphire-and-diamond-g4009
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-advantage-sapphire-bracelet-g3600
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-bracelet-advantage-alternating-emerald-and-diamond-g4035
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-bracelet-advantage-alternating-emerald-and-diamond-g4035
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ETERNITY RING
CHANNEL SET WITH DIAMOND 
-  42 round brilliant cut channel set diamonds, 

weighing 0.50 carats
-  Created in platinum
£2,750

SIGNATURE ETERNITY RING 
DIAMOND 0.75 CARAT
-  32 round brilliant cut diamonds, F /Gcolour, 

VS clarity, weighing 0.80 carats in total
-  Created in platinum
£2,750

SIGNATURE ETERNITY RING 
DIAMOND 1 CARAT
-  28 F colour, VS clarity diamonds weighing 

1.05 carats in total 
-  Created in platinum
£3,500

SIGNATURE ETERNITY RING 
DIAMOND 2.15 CARATS
-  22 round brilliant cut F/G colour, VS clarity 

diamonds weighing 2.15 carats in total
-  Created in platinum
£7,500

SIGNATURE ETERNITY RING 
DIAMOND 0.50 CARAT
-  37 round brilliant cut, F colour, VS clarity 

diamonds weighing 0.52 carats in total
-  Created in platinum
£2,000

SIGNATURE ETERNITY RING  
DIAMOND 1.70 CARATS
-  22 round brilliant cut, F colour, VS clarity 

diamonds weighing 1.70 carats in total
-  Created in platinum
£6,000

VIEW ONLINE VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE VIEW ONLINE

DIAMOND RINGS

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE COLLECTION OF HIRSH DIAMOND RINGS ONLINE

We have a diverse selection of eternity rings for celebrating life’s momentous 
occasions. From classic white diamonds to stunning coloured gemstones, our 
rings are made in only the most comfortable band designs.

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2311
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r1986
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2092
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2022
https://www.hirshlondon.com/channel-set-diamond-eternity-platinum-r2278
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r1955
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-etp004
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2311
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-etp007
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r1986
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-etp002
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2092
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-etp006
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2022
https://www.hirshlondon.com/channel-set-diamond-eternity-platinum-et1003
https://www.hirshlondon.com/channel-set-diamond-eternity-platinum-r2278
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-etp003
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r1955
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/diamond
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/diamond
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SIGNATURE ETERNITY RING  
DIAMOND 0.50 CARAT
-  37 F colour, VS clarity round brilliant cut 

diamonds weighing 0.54 carats in total
-  Created in 18K yellow gold
£2,000

CHANNEL SET DIAMOND ETERNITY 
RING IN ROSE GOLD
-  42 round brilliant cut channel set diamonds, 

weighing 0.54 carats
-  Created in 18K rose gold
£2,750

SIGNATURE ETERNITY RING 
DIAMOND 0.50 CARAT
-  37 round brilliant cut diamonds, F colour, VS 

clarity, weighing 0.53 carats in total
-  Created in 18K rose gold
£2,000

SIGNATURE ETERNITY RING  
DIAMOND 2.75 CARATS
-  18 F colour, VS clarity diamonds weighing 

2.78 carats in total
-  Created in platinum
£10,000

CHANNEL SET DIAMOND ETERNITY 
RING IN YELLOW GOLD
-  42 round brilliant cut channel set diamonds, 

weighing 0.54 carats
-  Created in 18K yellow gold
£2,750

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE

DIAMOND RINGS

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE COLLECTION OF HIRSH DIAMOND RINGS ONLINE

We have a diverse selection of eternity rings for celebrating life’s momentous 
occasions. From classic white diamonds to stunning coloured gemstones, our 
rings are made in only the most comfortable band designs.

SIGNATURE DIAMOND ETERNITY 
RING 3.25 CARATS
-  17 F/G colour, VS clarity diamonds weighing 

3.44 carats in total
-  Created in platinum
£14,500

VIEW ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2100
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2098
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-channel-set-diamond-eternity-ring-yellowgold-r2313
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2102
https://www.hirshlondon.com/channel-set-diamond-eternity-rosegold-r2314
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-etr002
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2100
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2098
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-pendant-ah18463
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-channel-set-diamond-eternity-ring-yellowgold-r2313
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-ety002
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2102
https://www.hirshlondon.com/channel-set-diamond-eternity-rosegold-et1002
https://www.hirshlondon.com/channel-set-diamond-eternity-rosegold-r2314
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/diamond
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/diamond
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2353
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-signature-diamond-eternity-r2353
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VENUS  
PERIDOT RING
- 2.12 carat oval peridot
-  Created in 18K gold, handmade in London
£2,950

VENUS
PURPLE GARNET RING
-  2.70 carat oval purple garnet
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£6,000

VENUS
RAINBOW MOONSTONE RING
-  3.63 carat rainbow moonstone
-  Created in 18K gold, handmade in London
£5,000

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

COLOURFUL RINGS 

Natural colour gemstones and diamond rings, perfect for any occasion

DISCOVER MORE COLOURFUL RINGS ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

VENUS  
RUBY RING
-  1.16 carat oval ruby with GRS Certificate
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£12,000

VIEW ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-rainbow-moonstone-ring-r2268
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-purple-garnet-ring-r2203
https://www.hirshlondon.com/regal-ring-with-oval-aquamarine
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-rainbow-moonstone-ring-r2268
https://www.hirshlondon.com/oval-cut-yellow-sapphire-and-diamond-regal-ring-ah18232
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-purple-garnet-ring-r2203
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/colourful
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/colourful
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-peridot-ring-r2185
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-peridot-ring-ah18440
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-purple-garnet-ring-r2203
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-ruby-ring-r2326
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-oval-rubellite-ring-ah18565
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-venus-ruby-ring-r2326
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CINQ  
EMERALD AND DIAMOND RING
-  3 Brazilian emeralds weighing 0.56 carats  

in total
-  2 Diamonds F colour, VS clarity weighing 

0.32 carats in total
£6,000

CINQ  
SAPPHIRE AND DIAMOND RING
-  3 royal blue round sapphires weighing 1.71 

carats in total
-  2 round diamonds F colour, VS clarity 

weighing 0.34 carats in total
£6,000

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

COLOURFUL RINGS

Natural colour gemstones and diamond rings, perfect for any occasion

DISCOVER MORE COLOURFUL RINGS ONLINE

CINQ 
PINK SAPPHIRE & DIAMOND RING
-  1 vivid pink sapphire weighing 0.66 carats
-  4 diamonds F colour, VS clarity weighing 

0.40 carats in total
Product Code: AH18283
£6,000

CINQ  
RUBY AND DIAMOND RING
-  3 rubies weighing 0.78 carats in total
-  2 Diamonds F colour, VS clarity weighing 

0.30 carats in total
£6,500

VIEW ONLINEVIEW ONLINE 

CINQ  
ORANGE DIAMOND AND DIAMOND 
RING
-  1 yellow orange diamond  weighing 0.53 

carats in total
-  4 Diamonds F colour, VS clarity weighing 

0.44 carats in total
£13,500

CINQ  
DIAMOND RING
-  5 F colour, VS clarity diamonds weighing 

0.94 carats in total
-  Created in platinum a
£8,500

VIEW ONLINE 

https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-ring-emerald-and-diamond-ring-r2057
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-orange-diamond-and-diamond-ring-r2067
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cinq-sapphire-and-diamond-ring-r2210
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-ring-emerald-and-diamond-ring-ah18281
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-ring-emerald-and-diamond-ring-r2057
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-lifetime-ruby-and-diamond-ring-ah18397
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-orange-diamond-and-diamond-ring-r2067
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cinq-sapphire-and-diamond-ring-ah18523
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cinq-sapphire-and-diamond-ring-r2210
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/colourful
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/colourful
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cinq-ruby-and-diamond-ring-r2211
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-pink-sapphire-and-diamond-ring-r2061
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cinq-ruby-and-diamond-ring
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cinq-ruby-and-diamond-ring-r2211
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-pink-sapphire-and-diamond-ring-ah18281
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-pink-sapphire-and-diamond-ring-r2061
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-diamond-ring-ah18284
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-diamond-ring-r2063
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cinq-diamond-ring-r2063
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VIEW ONLINE 

COLOURFUL RINGS

DISCOVER MORE COLOURFUL RINGS ONLINE

LIFETIME  
RUBY AND DIAMOND RING
-  3 round brilliant Thai rubies totalling  

0.35 carats
-  4 diamonds F colour, VS clarity weighing 

0.37 carats in total
£4,950

LIFETIME
YELLOW DIAMOND AND DIAMOND 
RING
-  5 round brilliant cut natural yellow diamonds, 

weighing 0.13 carats in total
-  6 round brilliant cut diamonds, F colour VS 

clarity, weighing 0.15 carats in total
£4,000

VIEW ONLINE 

LIFETIME
PINK DIAMOND AND DIAMOND 
RING
-  5 round brilliant cut Argyle pink diamonds 

weighing 0.10 carats in total
-  6 round brilliant cut diamonds, F colour VS 

clarity, weighing 0.11 carats in total
£7,500

VIEW ONLINE 

Natural colour gemstones and diamond rings, perfect for any occasion

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-lifetime-ruby-and-diamond-ring-r2153
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-lifetime-ruby-and-diamond-ring-r2153
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/colourful
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/colourful
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-lifetime-yellow-diamond-and-diamond-ring-r2304
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-lifetime-yellow-diamond-and-diamond-ring-r2304
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-lifetime-pink-andwhite-diamond-ring-r2303
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-lifetime-pink-andwhite-diamond-ring-r2303
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VIEW ONLINE 

COLOURFUL RINGS

DISCOVER MORE COLOURFUL RINGS ONLINE

PAPILLON AQUAMARINE AND
DIAMOND RING
- 1.65 carat oval aquamarine
- 2 marquise shape diamonds, F/G 

colour, VS clarity weighing 0.15 
carats in total

- 4 round brilliant cut diamonds, F/G 
colour, VS clarity weighing 0.09 
carats in total

-Created in platinum and handmade in
London 
£9,500

TRIO COLOUR-CHANGE GARNET 
AND DIAMOND RING
-  1 round colour-change garnet weighing 1.43 

carats
-  2 trilliant cut diamonds, F colour, VS clarity, 

weighing 0.21 carats in total 
£6,000

VIEW ONLINE 

TRILOGY RING SET WITH AN 
EMERALD
- Brazilian emerald weighing 1.21 carats
- 2 diamonds weighing 0.47 carats total F 

colour, VS clarity
- Created in platinum and handmade in London
£12,500

DUET YELLOW AND WHITE HEART 
SHAPE DIAMOND RING
- 0.47 carat heart shape diamond E 
Colour, SI2 Clarity (GIA certificate)
- 0.42 carat heart shape diamond 
natural fancy intense yellow (GIA 
certificate)
- Created in platinum,18K gold and
handmade in London
£6,750

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

REGAL
SAPPHIRE AND DIAMOND RING
- 2.64 carat round Ceylon Royal Blue 

sapphire surrounded by round 
brilliant cut diamonds, F/G colour, 
VS clarity

- Created in platinum, handmade in 
London 

POA

VIEW ONLINE 

TRIO
RING OVAL RUBY AND DIAMOND
- 1.33 carat oval shape ruby
- 2 pear shape F colour, VS clarity 

diamonds 0.28 carats total, created 
in platinum 

£9,000

VIEW ONLINE 

Renowned for our expertise in coloured gemstones, we love incorporating 
unusual and stunning colours into our jewellery. You are sure to find a 
favourite within this comprehensive selection of rings.

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trio-colour-change-garnet-and-diamond-ring-r2335
https://www.hirshlondon.com/oval-cut-padparadscha-and-diamond-papillon-ring-r2069
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trio-colour-change-garnet-and-diamond-ring-r2335
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/colourful
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/colourful
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ring-papillon-aquamarine-and-diamond-ring-r2317
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ring-papillon-aquamarine-and-diamond-ring-r2317
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-duet-yellow-and-white-diamond-heart-shape-ring-r2068
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-duet-yellow-and-white-diamond-heart-shape-ring-r2068
https://www.hirshlondon.com/trilogy-ring-with-emerald-gemstone-r2053
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/trilogy-ring-with-emerald-gemstone-r2053
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ring-regal-sapphire-and-diamond-r2416
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ring-regal-sapphire-and-diamond-r2416
https://www.hirshlondon.com/oval-cut-ruby-and-diamond-ring-r1989
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/oval-cut-ruby-and-diamond-ring-r1989
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THE PRESENT GLOBE
-  The Present makes a feature out of the 

outlines of countries all over the world at the 
time that the globe was created 

£3,500

THE CIVILISATIONS GLOBE
-  This globe pays homage to the fascinating 

civilisations that have come before us
£4,500

THE CELESTIAL GLOBE
-  This unique and magical globe features 

88 hand painted representations of the 
constellations in our skies.

£3,500

VIEW ONLINEVIEW ONLINE VIEW ONLINE

GLOBES

Inspired by Sophia and Jason Hirsh’s love of travel, we are delighted 
to introduce you to the Hirsh London X Bellerby & Co Globemakers 
collaboration.

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE GLOBES COLLECTION ONLINE

THE CLASSIC GLOBE
-  Beautiful, classic and timeless. The Classic 

is handmade and hand painted in London – 
finished with UV resistant resin. This globe 
also features one of The Hirsh Family’s 
favourite quotes by Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry.

£3,250

THE ANIMAL KINGDOM GLOBE
-  This globe is a celebration of the incredible 

wildlife found all over the world. From the 
majestic elephants in Africa to the serene 
dolphins of Florida and even a few creatures 
from folklore...rediscover these beloved 
creatures with the Hirsh Animal Kingdom 
Globe.

£4,500

VIEW ONLINE VIEW ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-celestial-hg01
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-the-present-hg05
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-civilisations-hg03
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-sapphire-earrings-ah18530
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-celestial-hg01
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-diamond-pendant-ah18554
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-the-present-hg05
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-civilisations-hg03
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-civilisations-hg03
https://www.hirshlondon.com/trilogy
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=GLOBES
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-the-present-hg05
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-animal-kingdom-hg04
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-diamond-pendant-ah18554
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-the-present-hg05
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-trilogy-pear-shape-sapphire-pendant-ah18531
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-globe-animal-kingdom-hg04
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BRITANNIA SILVER CURVED PICTURE 
FRAME, SMALL
-  Picture frame made in the highest quality 

Britannia silver with a painted Oak back 
-  The picture size for this frame is 6cm x 4cm 

£ 295.00

BRITANNIA SILVER FEATURE 
HALLMARK PICTURE FRAME, LARGE
-  Picture frame made in the highest quality 

Britannia silver with feature hallmarks and a 
painted oak back

-  The picture size for this frame is 10cm x 8cm 
£ 545.00

BRITANNIA SILVER PICTURE 
FRAME, MEDIUM
-  Picture frame made in the highest quality 

Britannia silver with a painted Oak back
-  The picture size for this frame is 7cm x 5cm 

£ 375.00

BRITANNIA SILVER CURVED PICTURE 
FRAME, LARGE
-  Picture frame made in the highest quality 

Britannia silver with a painted Oak back
-  The picture size for this frame is 10cm x 

8cm 
£ 495.00

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE

PICTURE FRAMES

Frames created in the highest quality Britannia silver, made in England.

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE PICTURE FRAME COLLECTION ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-gifts-picture-frame-medium-plain-britannia-silver-g3942
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-gifts-picture-frame-large-curved-britannia-silver-g3988
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-gifts-picture-frame-small-curved-britannia-silver-g3998
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-gifts-picture-frame-largel-feature-hallmark-britannia-silver-g3924
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-gifts-picture-frame-medium-plain-britannia-silver-g3942
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-gifts-picture-frame-large-curved-britannia-silver-g3988
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-ah18486
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-gifts-picture-frame-small-curved-britannia-silver-g3998
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-earrings-ah18485
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-gifts-picture-frame-largel-feature-hallmark-britannia-silver-g3924
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=frames
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VIEW ONLINE 

SILVER GIFTS

DISCOVER MORE GIFTS ONLINE

WINE 
DECANTER IN STERLING SILVER 
AND LINEAR CUT CRYSTAL
-  A sleek linear crystal wine decanter with 

crystal stopper and sterling silver collar.
-  75cl capacity, 31.8cm in height and 12.7cm 

in diameter 
£695.00

BOTTLE
COASTER IN STERLING SILVER
-  Sterling silver bottle coaster has been 

created in the finest sterling silver and 
features the Hirsh and Sheffield hallmarks 
with a hidden Hirsh monogram inside. 4.6cm 
in height and 12.6cm in diameter.

£445.00

VIEW ONLINE 

SPIRIT
DECANTER IN STERLING SILVER 
AND LINEAR CUT CRYSTAL
-  An elegant linear cut crystal spirit decanter 

with crystal stopper and sterling silver collar.
-  65cl capacity, 25.3cm in height and 9.5cm in 

width 
£745.00

DECANTER
LABEL IN STERLING SILVER
-  A modern and timeless decanter label in 

sterling silver
-  5.4cm in width and 3.4cm in height. 
£125.00

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

COLLAR STIFFENERS
STERLING SILVER, SHORT
-  sterling silver long collar stiffeners that 

display the Hirsh logo on one side and 
feature hallmarks on the other.

-  5.5cm in length and 1cm in width.
£95.00

VIEW ONLINE 

BOOKMARK
IN BRITANNIA SILVER
-  A Britannia silver bookmark that displays the 

Hirsh logo on one side and feature hallmarks 
on the other. There is also a signature Hirsh 
blue tassel 

-  8cm in length and 2.5cm in width.
£150.00

VIEW ONLINE 

Discover our selection of silver gifts – made in England and perfect for any 
occasion.

https://www.hirshlondon.com/bottle-coaster-in-sterling-silver-g3963
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/bottle-coaster-in-sterling-silver-g3963
https://www.hirshlondon.com/rings/colourful
https://www.hirshlondon.com/gifts
https://www.hirshlondon.com/decanter-sterling-silver-linear-cut-wine-g3939
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/decanter-sterling-silver-linear-cut-wine-g3939
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-decanter-label-sterling-silver-g3948
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-decanter-label-sterling-silver-g3948
https://www.hirshlondon.com/decanter-sterling-silver-linear-cut-spirit-g3960
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/decanter-sterling-silver-linear-cut-spirit-g3960
https://www.hirshlondon.com/collar-stiffeners-sterling-silver-g3969
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/collar-stiffeners-sterling-silver-g3969
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-bookmark-britannia-silver-blue-tassel
https://www.hirshlondon.com/ah18244
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-bookmark-britannia-silver-blue-tassel
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THE CONDUIT HANDBAG, MAXI
-     The Conduit Maxi bag in red Britannia.
-     Smooth napa leather interior in signature
        Hirsh blue
-     White interior pocket detail with blind 

embossed Hirsh monogram
-     Matching shoulder strap included
-     Gold colour hardware
-     Designed in London and made by hand
£2,450

VIEW ONLINE

HANDBAGS

Introducing the Conduit handbag – part of a series of handbags designed by Sophia Hirsh in celebration of 
Hirsh London’s 40th anniversary. Sophia wanted to create the perfect bag for the modern woman or man – 
with ample space for storage as well as straps and handles that are the perfect width for comfortable and 
stylish wear. 

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE HANDBAG COLLECTION ONLINE

THE CONDUIT HANDBAG, MINI
-     The Conduit Mini bag in blue Britannia.
-     Smooth napa leather interior in signature
        Hirsh blue
-     White interior pocket detail with blind 

embossed Hirsh monogram
-     The Mini does not have a shoulder strap so 

please do give it pride of place at the table!
-     Gold colour hardware
-     Designed in London and made by hand
£1,450

VIEW ONLINE

THE CONDUIT HANDBAG, MIDI
-    The Conduit Midi bag in ruby red napa with 

matching piping.
-     Smooth napa leather interior in signature
        Hirsh blue
-     White interior pocket detail with blind 

embossed Hirsh monogram
-     Matching shoulder strap included
-     Gold colour hardware
-     Designed in London and made by hand
£1,950

VIEW ONLINE

THE CONDUIT HANDBAG, MINI
-    The Conduit Mini bag in black onyx napa with 

matching piping.
-     Smooth napa leather interior in signature
        Hirsh blue
-     White interior pocket detail with blind 

embossed Hirsh monogram
-     The Mini does not have a shoulder strap so 

please do give it pride of place at the table!
-     Gold colour hardware
-     Designed in London and made by hand
£1,450

VIEW ONLINE

THE CONDUIT HANDBAG, MIDI
-    The Conduit Midi bag in blue sapphire napa 

with matching piping..
-     Smooth napa leather interior in signature
        Hirsh blue
-     White interior pocket detail with blind 

embossed Hirsh monogram
-     Matching shoulder strap included
-     Gold colour hardware
-     Designed in London and made by hand
£1,950

VIEW ONLINE

THE CONDUIT HANDBAG, MAXI
-     The Conduit Maxi bag in white Britannia.
-     Smooth napa leather interior in signature
        Hirsh blue.
-     White interior pocket detail with blind 

embossed Hirsh monogram
-     Matching shoulder strap included
-     Gold colour hardware
-     Designed in London and made by hand
£2,450

VIEW ONLINE

https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-maxi-britannia-hb125
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-maxi-britannia-hb125
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9
https://www.hirshlondon.com/catalogsearch/result/?q=HANDBAG
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-mini-white-diamond-hb123
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-mini-white-diamond-hb123
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-midi-ruby-hb127
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-midi-ruby-hb127
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-mini-black-onyx-hb133
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-mini-black-onyx-hb133
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-blue-midi-hb130
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-blue-midi-hb130
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-maxi-white-britannia-hb141
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/the-conduit-handbag-maxi-white-britannia-hb141
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CLOUD 9  
DIAMOND EARRINGS
-  40 Diamonds weighing 0.18 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£1,650

CLOUD 9  
ROSE GOLD & DIAMOND EARRINGS
-  40 Diamonds weighing 0.18 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£1,550

CLOUD 9  
DIAMOND RING
-  24 Diamonds weighing 0.10 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£1,750

CLOUD 9  
ROSE GOLD AND DIAMOND RING
-  24 Diamonds weighing 0.10 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£1,650

CLOUD 9  
DIAMOND PENDANT
-  27 Diamonds weighing 0.23 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in platinum, handmade in London
£2,750

CLOUD 9  
ROSE GOLD AND DIAMOND PENDANT
-  27 Diamonds weighing 0.23 carats. All F 

colour VS clarity.
-  Created in 18K rose gold, handmade in 

London
£2,500

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE 

VIEW ONLINE

CLOUD 9 COLLECTION

A whimsical collection inspired by life in London – where every cloud  
has a diamond lining.

DISCOVER THE ENTIRE CLOUD 9 COLLECTION ONLINE

  46 Conduit Street, Mayfair.    15 New Bond Street, Mayfair.    +44 (0)20 7499 6814  hirshlondon.com

https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-pendant-ah18463
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-pendant-ah18463
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cloud9-bracelet-ah18513
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cloud9-bracelet-ah18513
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-ring-ah18492
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-pendant-ah18463
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9-pendant-ah18463
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cloud9-bracelet-ah18513
https://www.hirshlondon.com/hirsh-cloud9-bracelet-ah18513
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9
https://www.hirshlondon.com/cloud9

